
Citing the Use of Core Services within Protocols 

The procedure classification “Core Lab Procedure” can be used in your protocol to cite procedures that Cores at NU will perform without having 
to re-enter the entire procedure information in eIACUC. 

I. Add “Core Personnel” as a Lab Member to indicate that the personnel listed on the Core protocol will perform the Core 
Procedure(s) included in your protocol. 

 
1. Navigate to the PI Library and click “Edit Lab Members” (1.).  
2. Click “Add” (2.).  
3. Type “Core Personnel” in the search bar to add that selection to the PI Library (3.). Click “OK” on all pop-ups to complete. 
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II. Add the Core Procedure(s) to your PI Library for selection in your protocol. Since the procedures the Cores perform are 
listed within their protocols, you do not need to replicate the entire procedure for your protocol, only indicate which 
procedure(s) the Core will perform. 

 
1. Navigate to the PI Library and click “Create Procedure.” 
2. Copy the procedure name from the Core Protocol you will be using and enter it in the Procedure Name. Do NOT include “version 

numbers” or dates within this field. 
3. Select the species. 
4. Select “Core Lab Procedure - only select this if the ACUC has instructed you to do so.” as the Procedure Classification. Click “Continue.” 
5. In “1.0 Please indicate the details regarding this procedure and the lab that will be performing it (PI, protocol number, etc.):” enter the PI 

name, Protocol title, and Procedure name in this field. If the Core you are using is performing a surgery, please verify that their 
personnel will be performing the post-surgical aftercare. If your lab will be performing post-surgical aftercare, please create an “Other” 
procedure type that includes a description of the aftercare. 

6. If the answer to “2.0 Is this a survival surgery?” is “Yes,” then indicate whether the surgery is major or minor. Click “Continue.” 
7. On the “Training, Qualifications, and Attachments” page, type “See associated Core protocol.” Click “Finish.” 
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III. Add the new Core Procedure(s) and Core Personnel to your Protocol 
 

1. Add the new procedure to the relevant Experimental Group(s) in your protocol.  
2. Describe the time points of procedures in 4.0 Sequence and Timing within Experimental Groups. 
3. Click “Continue” on the main Experimental Groups page to go to “Define Procedure Personnel.” 
4. Add the “Core Personnel” lab member to each procedure the Core will perform.  
5. On the “Animal Housing and Use” page, under 3.0 Animal Use, indicate the building and room where the Core Procedure will be 

performed. If the procedure is performed in a procedure room in the centralized facility, you can indicate “CCM Facility.” If animals will 
remain in satellite housing over 24 hours with the Core Lab, under 1.0 Animal Housing, select “Conventional” as the Housing type, 
indicate the building, and “[NAME of Core] Satellite” for the room number. 
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Full Core Procedure Example: 

 


